
tip: Descale faucet: 
Fill a plastic bag with Lime, 
Calcium & Rust Remover. 

Tie bag around faucet and let 
soak 5 minutes. Remove bag 
and run water through the 

faucet head.

Home’s Lime, Calcium & Rust Remover. dissolves calcium deposits, rust 
stains, lime scale water spots and soap scum build up. Only available at 
Home Hardware and Building Centre locations. homehardware.ca
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Always check an inconspicuous area before cleaning. Avoid spills and wipe immediately as some surfaces may change in colour or gloss.

BATHROOM
Removing mineral build-up to make your bathroom 
sparkle and shine doesn’t have to be a chore. 
Stubborn deposits on glass shower doors and 
rust-coloured stains in toilets are no competition for 
Home® Rust, Calcium & Lime Remover. You can also 
safely remove hard water residue from sinks, faucets 
and tubs with ease. Problem solved!

SHOWER HEAD
Mineral build-up on your shower head is unattractive 
and problematic as it can prevent the water from 
flowing at full pressure. Descale by tying a plastic 
bag filled with Home® Rust, Calcium & Lime Remover 
around the shower head, letting it soak until the 
deposits have loosened. Use a bowl for handheld 
shower heads. Run water through to rinse debris. 

DISHWASHER
To get rid of white residue on your dishes, you’ll need 
to remove the mineral deposits from your dishwasher. 
Although these mineral deposits are unsightly, the 
are not unsanitary. Pour 1/2 cup Home® Rust, Calcium 
& Lime Remover into the bottom of an EMPTY 
dishwasher. Run through a normal cleaning cycle 
without detergent. Lime and hard water scale are 
removed as easy as that!

COFFEE MAKER
When water is heated in a coffee 
maker, calcium and magnesium 
break down and precipitate to form 
solid lime scale. To descale, mix  
1 cup Home® Rust, Calcium & 
Lime Remover with 8 cups water. 
Pour into the reservoir and run 
through the brew cycle. Repeat by 
recirculating the solution. Rinse with 
fresh water through the brew cycle 
twice.
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1 KETTLE
Limescale can affect the performance of your kettle 
and also deteriorate the quality of the water. Pour 
enough Home® Rust, Calcium & Lime Remover to 
cover the build-up in the bottom of the kettle. Let it sit 
until all the lime scale is dissolved. Rinse several times 
with fresh water.

IRON
Before descaling, check the manufacturer’s instructions 
as some irons have self-cleaning systems. Pour equal 
parts Home® Rust, Calcium & Lime Remover and 
water into the reservoir to a third full. Let the iron 
steam on medium heat for 5-10 minutes to empty the 
reservoir. Repeat with fresh water in the reservoir.

WASHING MACHINE
Descale your washing machine regularly for optimal 
washing results and to ensure a long machine life. In 
an empty drum, pour 1/4 cup Home® Rust, Calcium, 
Lime Remover into the detergent drawer. Run a 
complete wash cycle to ensure the solution goes 
through the entire washing machine. Repeat the 
same wash cycle to rinse.

FIBREGLASS BOAT HULL
A boat hull is constantly exposed to the elements 
and requires some TLC to keep it in tip-top shape. 
To remove stubborn stains, simply scrub the area 
with a microfibre cloth dampened with Home® Rust, 

Calcium & Lime Remover. Rinse with fresh water. 
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Only at Home Hardware

Safely and effectively remove calcium, lime, rust  
and hard water stains with this septic safe formula.

8Home® Rust, Calcium  
& Lime Remover Cleaning 
Hacks You Should Know!

• 4526-249 4 L

• 4526-276 1 L

• 4526-267 250 mL


